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-February 4, 1977 Volume M í  VI Issue No. 8
e r i U a s s
‘WheR the Spirit of thè Lord is. there, is liberty.
TBALL IN 1977?
e,
by Randy Hess
It is now the coldest part of the 
year. Arctic winds blowing, snow 
falling, and everyone bundled up in 
sweaters, scarves, gloves and coats. 
Many people are thinking back to  thè 
beginning of school when it was warm 
and sunny, to  the autumn days when 
the trees were turning yellow, gold and 
red and people were cheering for the 
“ Gridison Gladiators.” Those are the 
Saturdays we never forget.
How could anyone forget our open­
ing football game at ONC where the 
Tigers scored first yet even though 
they played so well, they ended in a 
12-12 tie with Maranatha. The f o l  ­
lowing Saturday was even better as 
Olivet won its first intercollegiate 
game ever by defeating St. Joseph’s 
of Indiana, 28-19,
It was weekends like this that made 
going to  school fun last fall. '
On these cold days we can remem­
ber those days of our "past because it 
looks like we may not have football at 
Olivet. All the hard work put into the 
program may be lost as Kansas City’s 
General Board feels we should not 
continue football; they feel it would 
pressure the other NAZARENE 
schools to  have footbaU. The students 
at Olivet backed footbaU by almost 
100 percent. In a recent random pole 
of 477 Olivet students 395 were for 
footbaU, 15 against and 17 no opinion. 
The percentages were: 92.5 percent 
pro, 3.5 percent con, and 4.0 percent 
no opinion.
There are many pros and cons for 
having footbaU at Olivet. One of the 
biggests cons is that footbaU will cost 
the school and the church too much 
money. This past season completely 
shot this down as ONC stayed within 
its budge of $21,000 and showed a 
$4,000 profit from only three home 
games. The money carile from the 
Student activity fees and other sources. 
Students paid $75,800 the first semes­
ter; wUl pay an estimated $6,200 this 
sem ester! this wfll total $13,000.
Q N S Q I& X
p.3 The community responds to 
child abuse.
P . 6  Pressing Toward the Mark 
with Spiritual Life.
p .1 2 Pide the winner contest: 
w onbyagirl!
With a seven game home schedule 
against aU varsity teams next year, the 
profits should at least* double due to 
ticket sales, concessions and area bus­
iness advertizing. The budget may also 
be less as ONC won’t  have to buy aU 
new practice and game uniforms, pads, 
helmets, shoes and other 
miscellaneous equipment. HowqverJ 
they wfll have to  pay for mouth 
guards, insurance, use of fields, pay of 
officials, and coaches, and maybe some 
other smaU items.
I t ' cost« nearly $200 to  dress one 
player for a game, which does not
include a home jersey and an away jer­
sey. Much of this cost will be gone 
next year.
Since the Church of the Nazarene 
does pot pay anything for footbaU at 
ONC, it is, a self-sufficient sport.'With 
next year’s profit it should be even 
' more self-sufficient.
The money made from footbaU wfll 
not only go^ to the Athletic 
JDepartment but wfll also be used to 
help the other departments. It wfll add 
better equipment and possibly help to 
’ * add money for new buildings on cam­
pus. It would help the students and
the school to  pay for some things 
without having to ask the Church of 
the Nazarene or the Board in Kansas 
City for money. This would be a big 
step forward for everyoni.
Another problem that came up was 
the question of other schools worry­
ing about Olivet taking away their 
potential students. Only seven of the 
players on lastwear’s team came from 
other educational zones. ONC has 
never been known for taking students 
out of other educational zones — the 
other Nazarene schools/take many 
Continued on page 12
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Bierce Instructs faculty
FootbaU . . .  Olivet’s first and only 
year o f this sport has left us with a 
decision; it rests with the simple 
words yes apo no. How much does 
it really mean to us? How does it- 
affect other Nazarene coUeges? 
And last, why do we have to  make 
B ?  Read , . .  and find the answer to  
these questions.
“ Let machines do those things which 
machines do best and let people do those 
things which people do best,” said Joe 
Bierce, media instructor, in a recent 
interview- concerning the upcoming 
Faculty Seminar. Joe Bierce was hired 
last August' for the purpose of instruct­
ing faculty in areas of educational tech­
nology. No other school in the country 
has hired a person for this sole purpose. 
Steve Vanciel, also hired as a media 
technition wfll be assisting in the work­
shop-seminars and wfll be assisting pro­
fessors in working with students.
What exactljRare these workshops 
. and how are they made possible? The 
program comes under the Title III govern­
ment funded program. Olivet qualifies 
. for it as a developing institution of higher 
learning.
Mr. Bierce explained, “We are offer­
ing an educational opportunity to 
students who in the past would not have 
it without compromising educational 
standards which Olivet has had since its 
beginning. As a result o f  this fact, the 
faculty, of necessity, will have to  be in­
volved in new and different means of 
message preparation.”
The whole idea .is to help students at 
their own level. A student should be as­
sessed as to  where he stands and then 
taken through what he needs to learn. 
Individual instruction is needed for this. 
Where present traditional lecture methods 
cannot always provide this media tech­
nology can. This is what Joe Bierce is 
working toward. His job is to assess the 
needs and design a program to meet those 
needs for the faculty in terms of 
educational technology.
Two 150 hour each workships are 
being planned. These may be voluntar- 
y by faculty members. The first begins 
February 7 and runs'through March 11. 
After a month’s break, it resumes April 
12 and runs until April 29. The workshop 
is attended for two hours each day and 
all day on two Saturdays. Another work­
shop will be held in June.
The content of these workshops will 
be to  explore educational goals, conduct 
a thorough examination' o f levels of 
learning, learn the characteristics of 
media important to  instructional learning 
process, and to learn to use evaluations 
to describe the student’s progress rather 
than the assign him a rank or letter grade.
All students going through this 
program should be able to  make an “A” 
as opposed to  assuming they are working 
with standard population and try to  fit a 
class under a bell-shaped curve.
Prof. Bierce assumes success and con­
tinuance in this program. He said the im­
portant thihg to  remember is that Olivet 
is interested in the academic as well as 
spiritual welfare of the students, and to 
recognize that there is technology to help 
meet these goals. ' __
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ED ITO RIAL
‘fjf£‘UniG£S<f YJUU?
A major topic o f discussion among students in recent days has been Oli­
vet’s intercollegiate football program. I have been asked to write this guest 
editorial in an attempt to bring into clearer focus the meaning of recent 
events related to our gridiron program.
In order to understand what has transpired I believe some background in­
formation would be helpful. I am most gratefuL to Dr. Willis Snowbaiger 
for the following historical information related to intercollegiate athletics: 
“Prior to 1964, there was a prohibition on participation in intercollegiate 
athletic competition carried in the appendix o f the Nazarene Manual. In 
1964 the prohibition on intercollegiate athletic competition was dropped 
in favor o f paragraph 702.5 in the Manual entitled “Athletics”, which stated 
that colleges ‘shall be bound by such regulations I .  . . as the General De­
partment o f Education shall decide.’” This was placed in the “A ppendix*  
and was reaffirmed in 1976.
In January, 1966, the General Board adopted the philosophy and guide­
lines recommended by the Department o f Education which provided that: 
Ola. “The decision to participate in intercollegiate athletic competition is 
the responsibility o f the Board of Trustees o f each institution;” 
nib. “All matters relating to intercollegiate activities in any institution is 
under the control o f the administration and the faculty o f that institution; 
and,
Hid. “The Department o f Education appoints three o f its members as a 
commission to carry oi t^ the spirit o f this resolution.
Now what all this means is that while the General Board has voted to up­
hold an earlier guideline that states, in summary, that intercollegiate foot­
ball shall not be played on the several Nazarene Colleges, the ultimate 
decision whether or not ONC plays next fall rests with our Board of 
TrusteesH
There are a number of positive factors that need to be looked at in con­
sidering the overall impact o f the football program on this campus this past 
fall. The first positive factor is that the students overwhelmingly supported 
the program financially by voting last year to increase their student ac­
tivity fee by $4.00 per semester. This has accounted for approximately 
$13,000 o f the total football budget. This is a gofld indication o f the will­
ingness o f the students to support the program not only with their voices, 
but also with their wallets. No resources from the operating budget o f the 
College were used.
A second, positive factor related to the program was its effect upon 
student morale. There was a genuine sense o f anticipation on campus on 
weekends when there were home games. Football provided a very strong 
unifying force on campus. In past years this institution has been known as 
a “suitcase college” due to the weekly mass exodus o f students from 
campus. Football helped keep a greater number of students oh campus and 
that is a very healthy situation for a college such as ours.
A third factor is that football provided some exciting fall afternoons for : 
the entire college community, students, faculty, staff, alumni, and friends. 
Being the largest Nazarene College results in the need for programs, that 
enable large numbers o f students to participate in, and football is certainly 
one o f those programs. . • v
Football also provided a unique opportunity for community participa­
tion and the chance for those who are not affiliated with the College by 
either church ties, or alumni ties, to identify with Olivet I believe that 
affords an opportunity to the College to witness^ to those who are not 
sympathetic toward our institution and its mission. I believe that the com­
munity was impressed not only with the performance o f the first-year
squad,but they were also impressed by the fact that our boys were playing 
football because they really love the game and wanted to play, not be­
cause they were bought* for a certain price. Community participatiori 
would certainly be another positive factor in favor o f the football program!
A fifth positive factor in favor o f the ONC football program is that it 
gives the opportunity to Nazarene boys with football talent and ability the 
chance to attend a Nazarene College rather than a secular college or univer­
sity. The advantages here are obvious anti need not be gone into detail for 
our purposes here.
Athletics have developed into a very vital part o f the American lifestyle 
and in many instances they have become too vital to the life o f an organi­
zation or institution. The result has been that other areas o f that institution 
have suffered, but I know that this will not happen at ONC because o f the 
integrity and quality o f leadership we have in our administration and faculty!
I would like to strongly urge that the Board o f Trustees o f Olivet take 
into consideration the positive factors that have been mentioned above re­
garding the football program, and then follow through with their action 
of last spring that give us Olivet’s first football season. This action consisted 
of a three year trial program, with yearly reviews by the Board, and at the 
end o f the third year an overall review and subsequent decision whether or 
not to continue the program. «
At this point I would like to encourage the student body to express their 
feelings regarding the football program to their representatives on the 
Student Councfl. The Council will be meeting with the Board o f Trustees 
' next week for an informal time o f discussion and this will be a prime oppor­
tunity for input to the BoardHThe phone and box numbers o f this year’s 
Councfl are posted on the bulletin board outside the ASG offices in the 
basement o f Ludwig Center. Please feel free to call or drop them a line and 
, let them know how you feel.
In closing, I would like to request that every concerned student pray 
earnestly for God’s will to be done in this matter o f intercollegiate football. 
This college is the great institution that it is today because men of prayer 
have guided, and are still guiding her. I sincerely feel that we as students 
should follow their example and pray that God will guide our Board o f  
Trustees in all the decisions that they will be making next week. 
Thank you,
Fred C. Fullerton 
Associated Students President
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Dear Editor: , .
It recently came to my attention tHat 
chapel attendance was not being taken 
during Interim, although everypretense 
was made to make it appear so. We were 
handed J -BM cards as we entered Chapel, 
told to put our new I. D. numbers on 
them, and then to hand them in at the' 
close of chapel.
We were also told by the chapel di­
rector on the second day of chapel that 
this process would be repeated everyday^ 
to take attendance?
As the student body became quickly 
aware, the cards served as a placebo 
effect (for whom I’m not sure). The 
attendance cards did ifideed help to 
increase the number of students present, 
thus making those officiating feel ful­
filled; but the cards were discarded, or at 
least not used for the purpose of taking 
attendance.
To pretend to take attendance to 
“ fool” -the students is acting something 
• that just is not the truth. My question is 
this: if the administration is trying to 
deceive the students in this manner, what 
else is happening that we’re not aware of? 
- Although I’m riot a supporter o f  op­
tional chapel, my point is simply this. If 
chapel is mandatory and it- is stated that 
attendance is being taken, then every ef­
fort should be made to take it. If itjlto o  
much trouble and doesn’t seem feasible, 
then don’t take attendance. But please 
don’t lead the student body to believe 
that it is being taken.
Contrary to some previous beliefs, 
we’re not as dumb and uninformed as 
some of us appear at first.
Hey, Olivet! Try to give .us a little 
more credit! Be fairjind honest with us, 
and it will be returned to you.
Pam Anderson 
O.N.C. Box 265 
932-9622 I
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Qive Lectuues
Qf notable interest to-music majors 
at ONC (as well as the local choir direc­
tors,- pianists and organists in the Kanka- 
 ^kee area) is a  series o f two lectures to be 
presented by-Ovid Yound, adjunct-lec­
turer. These lectures will concern the - 
Sccom'paniment, of soloists and instru­
mentalists. They will be held on February 
8 and 15 at 8 . '5  pm in Reed Auditorium.
Besides giving attention to  the prob­
lems involved in the accompaniment of 
soloists - and instrumentalists, other areas 
o f  concern to pianists and organists, will „. 
be dealt with by Mr. Young.. *
■ The basic format of the first lecture 
will concern the translation of orchestral 
jievices and colors to  the keyboard; the 
-art songs (giving special attention to  the ;. 
lieder of Brahms and Schubert), opera 
and loratorio; there will also be a basic 
song repetoire for the coach/accompa- 
n istto  learn..
The'February 15 lecture will consist 
of: the choral rehearsal accompanist; the 
church pianist; some problems and tech­
niques of the accompaniment of congre­
gational hymn-singing; how to improvise 
church soloist accomp animentajas well as 
vocal and instrumental; adaptation of or­
gan accompaniments tov the piano and 
vice versa; arrangements for band and or­
chestra instruments in service music, with ' 
the  hymnal and your imagination as.your 
resources. Some audience participation, 
demonstrations , by Mr. Young With assis­
tance by selected vocalists will'be inclu-' ’ 
ded. .. . -
You Are Invited To:
Students and faculty members of 
Olivet Nazarene College are invited to 
attend a one day conference on “Child 
Abuse: Our Community Responds.”  The 
date is Friday, February 25, at Asbury 
United Methodist Church, 196 South 
Harrison, Kankakee, from 9 am to 4:15 
pm.
Endorsed by approximately 50 social 
governmental and religious sponsors o f  
the Kankakeeland community, the infor- , 
mative conference focuses upon many 
facets o f child abuse: medical aspects 
o f neglect, sexual abuse, legal and police 
concerns, the relation of social work and 
education to  ’child abuse, community 
resources for child abuse, legislation and 
child abuse. These topics will be covered 
through individual speeches, panel pre­
sensations. and workshops.
. Many o f the speakers in the confer­
ence are actively involved in the social 
programs of Kankakee County; The list 
includes Bev Seaton of Kankakee-Will
Citizens Council; Ur. Janes A. Brooks 
and Dr. James H.. Ryan, physicians in 
Kankakee; representatives of the local 
group of Parents Ananymous; Jossie 
Ledbetter, Casework Supervisor o f De­
partment of Child, and Family Services., 
The Kankakee-Will Citizens Council is 
directing the conference. f
The registration cqst for adults-is 
$3.00, for students, $2.50; this price 
includes a noon luncheon. Olivet students 
Wanting to  attend only parts o f the con­
ference bu t not the luncheon will be char­
ged $.50.. Preregistration forms, due 
February 15, are available in the office 
o f Dr. Galen Boehme, 422 Burke (939- 
5287).
The Olivet Circle K Club is providing 
limited transportation for Olivet students 
attending the conference. The “Tutor 
Scooter” will leave Ludwig Center at 
8:15, 9:15, 12:30, 1:30 and 2:30. The 
Scooter will leave Asbury for Olivet at
Mr. Young is not new to the field of 
lecturing. Although this is his first series 
at ONC, Mr. Young has lectured with 
Hale and Wilder on previous occasions. 
His lectures mil be approximately one 
and a half hours long.-Recital credit will - 
be given from-the Music Department for. 
those music majors who attend. All other 
ONC students are also welcome.
a little lit etmit
No matter -what may be your lot in life, build something on it. 
Don’t complain how the ball bounces if you dropped it.
All that lives lives not alone nor for itself.
NEW HOURS
S A W
A new sèmesj&r has.raised its head 
above the snowy banks of scenic Bour­
bonnais; Changes, other than more snow­
flakes and freezing windSare part cHthe 
new year. They include more freedom for 
women and the addition of door persons.
Dean Brooks, who has been working, 
on this change since last, midterm; feels. 
that-women should be able to  sign out 
after in-hours for a legitimate activity 
(this does not mean, dating). They should 
also be able toBgn out for the amount o f  
time needed. It wouldBien be the job of 
-the door perfflin toxhëck them back into
¡’ B&Ej
Dear GLIMMERGLASS, :
As some o f  you on the newspaper 
staff have known,for awhile, I have-been - 
planning to  leavq in search of something 
better. However, .before everything .is 
severed I want to, express my thanks to .• 
the students of Olivet for every ting.
It’s easy to  tell when the students are 
in town, We get more phone calls at the 
station. In the short time that I was at 
WBYG I was able to  cultivate friend­
ships, with manÿ Olivet students, some of 
which were ; limited to phone. conversa­
tions; 'others' I was fortunate enough to 
meet personally..
• Thank you for making my job as a 
radio , announcer and program director a 
little more, enjoyable^ through you®: 
calls an(f your Friendship. ‘ -  
Frank Absher
Dear ONC students:
Be grateful for SAGA — you really 
don’t.h a v e  to “ worship” them, but 
do be glad for what you have.
When we ate a t  Lee Collège in Tennes-
see.the food was putrid and had the o d o r . 
of the. llama pits at the z6o, The steak 
■¡they served was corky while- the rest of 
the food was unmentionable.
'No reflection on Lee College but SA­
GA has most places beat 100 to  1. We 
students are lucky to have SAGA instead " 
of Belch, Inc.
David R. Plunkett
(MRA president, member of basketball 
team and connoisseur o f fine food.)
Dear Editor: .
We are writing this letter, to state our 
feelings towards football. As students, 
being the sports lovers that we are, we 
wish football to continue.
Since football has paid its own way, 
plus more, we see no financial problems. 
However, as Christians we wish the school • 
to be well rounded spiritually, academi­
cally, socially, and physically!
• ' Sincerely, ■
Cindy Frank 
Jim Frye
Where do spiritual things belong on a 
Christian campus? Should all spiritual 
aspects be locked in the Chapel and 
placed under the custody of the minis­
terial students or class chaplains?
Or should things of the Spirit be placed 
at the very center and peak of the campus 
and be allowed to flow like sparkling wa­
ter through the school newspapers, 
government offices, and administrative 
areas until they affect the souls of all 
that live, work and pass through their 
boundaries?
Shouldn’t  all o f  us who say we care 
put Christ at the very heart of our minds, 
hearts, and souls and allow it to flow out 
“untwisted and unsullied” by personal 
desires?
It is you, the people who make up this 
campus, who must decide. Let your 
feelings out. Sit down and sort out a 
few priorities.
I challenge you to put .this campus 
where it belongs spiritually! But you have 
to decide whether or not • spirituality 
has a place in your lives! .
Doug Braford
mm ims
the dorm.
, More specifically the new door.persorfs 
are.responsible for: 1) locking, the dorms 
at in-hours? 2) keeping the buildings se- . 
cure during the night; 3) checking the 
. girls in.and out; 4) calling the RD or RA 
for any extraordinary activities (mechan­
ical, or outside disturbances); 5) cal­
ling the RA or RD if returning students ; 
need help; and 6) unlocking,,the dorms 
in the morning. .•
Brooks “wants the girls to ¡feel for sure 
they’re being treated equally. Anytime 
they don’t feel this, I w ant them to tell 
me.” He added that “Title TX has not _ 
-forced us into this . . . .We have been 
ahead of Title IX , for the past three 
years.”
This semester’s door persons are: Lin­
da Borten (Nesbitt); Coleen Powers v 
(Parrott); Pam Rogers (McClain); and 
Teri Webster (Williams).
Brooks advised the girls to “go in 
groups — that’s only for wisdom.^B
Next year’s selection of door persons 
will be handled the same as the RA posit­
ions.
Campus Ministries 
Aid Growth
*
Campus Ministries is an exciting op­
portunity for your personal spiritual 
development. This new program is spon­
sored by your class chaplains.
It will provide an opportunity for 
personal spiritual development through 
prayer groups, Bible studies, rap sessions 
and fellowship.
: Your class chaplains will minister to', 
you through the GLIMMERGLASS with 
an inspirational thought from the Chap­
lain’s Desk. Your-floor chaplains, as well 
as your class chaplains, are always willing 
to listen to y o u lta lk  with you, and/or 
pray with you!
You have at your availability many op­
portunities for spiritual growth. All you 
have to do is to reach out to God and 
.■.•■'..others by allowing God and others to 
become part o f your life.
*
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\ [  y BRIQhteR PUtURe
CCNS — For graduates of the Class of 
1977 prospects of unemployment are 
considerably less thari^ they were for last 
year’s college graduates. From all indi­
cations graduating students will have a 
12 per cent better chance of finding a job  , 
than did the Class of 1976.
Several reports issued recently supports 
the conclusion that job prospects are 
; brighter this year: _ : . v, i
A College Placement Council survey o f  
more than 600 employers in business and 
government revealed that they plan to 
hire 12 percent moré new college gradu­
ates this year than last, after two straight 
years of decline.
■ Michigan State University Placement 
Director, John D. Shingleton, found 
planned increases in hiring of 5 to 15 per­
cent. He said recruiting visits at Michigan 
State are up 17 percent this fall, accor­
ding to the “Chronicle o f Higher Educa­
t io n ^ ; , .
Also according to the “Chronicle,” . 
Frank S. Endicott, retired placement 
director and emeritus professor of edu­
cation at Northwestern University, found 
an increase o f 16 percent in the hiring 
projected by 215 nongovernment em­
ployers in business and industry.
For liberal arts graduates these job 
prospects, are especially heartening after a 
drop in demand for the past five years 
although the increase in demand — 
eight percent -  is slightly less than the ', 
overall increase. -
However, College Placement Council 
warned, “While many employers com­
mented that 1976-,77 possibly could be 
the best recruiting yearin the last four or 
five, they cautioned that hiring will re­
main selective. Topquality candidates - 
may have a number of offers from which 
to choose, while less qualified candi­
dates will still have difficulty finding 
jo b s . ip
This may be the  biggest problem
“V IKES” LAND IN WASHINGTON
In 1492 Christopher Colombus dis­
covered America. On Thursday, January 
20 the- Vikings landed in Washington, 
D.C.
Our own beloved Viking Male Chorus 
led by Dean Curtis Brady traveled to  the 
nation’s capitol to  join in the inaugural 
week festivities. They joined thousands 
o f Americans who lined the street in sub­
freezing winds to  see President Carter and 
a hundred high school bands walk by in 
the Inaugural Parade. Later that evening 
the voracious vocalizers ate and enter­
tained at a banquet given by an Iowan 
farmer, and then on Friday morning, they 
filled the Senate rotunda with song and 
were warmly received in the office of 
Adlai Stevenson. Scott Austin got lost 
and ended up with Hupert Humprey’s 
autograph.
The Vikings did a great deal o f sight­
seeing in Washington. Among the great 
landmarks assaulted by the Vikes were; 
.the Capitol building, Washington Monu- 
ment,B Smithsonian Institute, - National 
Gallery of Art, Fourteenth Street, 
Lincoln and Jefferson memorials, the 
Senate Building, and the Silver Springs 
YMCA.
The Vikings had an inspiring meeting 
with Rev. Tom Nees and his urban min­
istry. They also visited a Nazarene 
“family” of lay workers and college stu­
dents working in an apartment complex.
On Sunday mpming the Viking Male 
Chorus joined Gene Braun in a “Cele­
bration of Freedom” at Washington 
D.C.’s First Church. The Vikings are 
deeply grateful to  Rev. Samuel Smith 
and Washington First Church for making 
this grand adventure possible.
among liberal arts graduates. Since about 
40 percent of the nation’s college stu­
dents will graduate with a liberal arts 
degree, competition for available jobs 
will be tough. The impact of the eight 
percent increase in hiring liberal arts 
graduates will be minimal in terms of 
actual numbers because the market has 
been so depressed in recent years, accor­
ding to  College Placements Council.
The greatest hiring increase will come' ; 
in the private sector, with an estimated 
16 pet cent jump over last year. The 
greatest drop' will be in local and state 
agencies which project a nine percent, 
decrease in hiring.- , •
President Jimmy Gaiter’s war on 
unemployment is not expected to  begin 
at home, with little or no increase in hir­
ing among Federal government offices 
and 'gencies.
Among the private employers, the 
glass/paper/packaging. companies forecast 
the greatest hiring surge - up 54 percent. 
Tire and rubber and aerospace7electro-_ 
nics/instrument firms all predict increases 
of 41 to 47 percent. Next are building 
materials manufacturers/construction, 
metals, petroleum, and nonprofit and 
educational institutions with increases of 
■ 0  percent predicted.
- Once again engineering graduates will 
be in the most demand this year, fol­
lowed by science/math/other technical 
majors — particularly students of metal­
lurgy and geology. Although business 
graduates show the lowest increase Tn 
demand,. M.B.A. graduates are predicted 
to have a 17 percent jump in job offers.
According to Mr, Shinglefon of Mich­
igan State the improved job market has . 
not been reflected in increased salaries,- 
He said salaries are up four percent over­
all, six percent in business and technical, 
fields, four percent in education,, and 
two to three percent in liberal arts and 
social sciences.
.ao.L&iSHI* àriò ni
one welcomes new faculty
Two Olivet graduates have returned to 
accept positions offered in the French 
and Psychology Departments,
Ms. Vickie Trylong, who teaches four 
French classes this semester, has lived in 
this area most of her life. Originally from 
Rockford, Illinois, she taught here as a 
graduate assistant for two years after her 
graduation. Although it is not a prere­
quisite for an O livS teaching position, 
her experiences have included working 
,for a horse trainer.
Dr. Carolyn Sechrist returns to Olivet 
after residing in California for six years. 
She was born in Elkhart, Indiana, and 
lived there and in Orlande* Florida.
- . -5 \ -
: r
She attended Bob Jones and Kings Uni­
versities before attending Olivet for'tw o 
years. She also worked as a staff psycho­
logist in a Florida Clinic for two' years.
Dr. Sechrist, who then attended Rose­
mead Graduate School o f  Psychology, 
spent an additional year there to receive 
her license in Clinical Psychology.: She 
left California to be closer to her family 
and friends as well as to  seek a teaching 
position.'
Her ■ students here are anxiously a- 
waiting the results o f her California 
grading system, which has resulted in in­
teresting discussions-in her classes, She 
also enjoys tennis, golf, and water skiing.
cJntemahtìnal fjewelers ( l in e .
. Diamonds Watches
Rings Earrings
Bracelets Gifts
Wedding Bands Machine Engraving
Repairing Sizing 
Manufacturing & Remodeling Jewelry 
Hand Made Special Orders „ 
Diam ond Settings
A B R A H A M  TO RO  P E T E  D E L L A L IA N  
1815] 939-7778
COLLEGE I  I
CHURCH8 :30 Morning Service 9:45 Sunday School 
10:50 Morning Service 
I (jt;00 Evening Service
Share with Larry and Linda Watson 
in the 9:45 “Spiritual Fitness 
Class” in the Sanctuary.
Rev. Draper, Pastor
Rev. Swearengen, Assistant Pastor
Rev. Wisehart, Youth Pastor f i g , ’
»7
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Coming together to  sing 
a sweet song.... -T 
To bend . 
in one direction,
and flow pleasantly 
in the breeze.
We come together. ,
We harmonize.
You and I Lord.
We were made for each 
other.
, • Jolene Mills
■
And if  the world became one in a kind of harmony,
Fm positive the source would be Jesus.
For no other being can come to  belong to man as He can. 
And no other harmony would last.
No,
I guess I didn’t  see you - 
standing there.
You came like a spirit— 
softly
quite, promptly,
to  feed on any weakness
showing.
Yes I know you strove 
to take what was mine. 
But I didn’t  see you.
I saw the Lord instead, 
and that is all I really 
needed.
Alope I walk in midnight’s black sky. 
No sounds or sights I receive.
Yet the Son blazes within me,
As I know Jesus strolls by my side.;
Randy Hess
by A ndy Turnbull'
The Pilot a t the helm o f  m y life is 
allowing m y heart to break against the 
rocks. He is m y friend who shows me the  
’ difference and because o f His love and 
friendship, He will restore m y heart so 
I  can love again. M y Lord is Lord and m y 
heart is His. Whatever may happen m y 
heart w ill stand.
I  am a man wandering down the paths 
o f  love, a man whose heart is destined to 
be broken in two. Praise God fo r  the  
heartache that teaches_ me to enjoy 
friendship, and to  love even more the  
next time.
How could I  know  the difference be­
tween love and sorrow? M y life is worth 
nothing, so how can I  ever understand m y 
Lord’s love fo r  me?. You have taught m e 
what it means to  love someone; m y Lord 
teaches, me even more because He is love.
Jesus.
Y o u a re .. .
H ow can I  ever relate to  You? You are 
God and too far up to  understand.
Jesus.
I  g ive . WM
How can I  ever give You all o f  me? You 
are m y Savior! Yes, Y o u  are b u t I  am- 
ashamed. How can I  ever give you  all the 
„keys to  the hidden evil rooms o f  m y tife  
that even la m  afraid to enter?,
I" ; Oh Jesus.
I  tried . . .  N . /
I  really tried to  give You everything this 
tim e; bu t I  th ink I  can do better steering 
this ship through the harbor.
M y ship hasbroken against the rocks; The 
evil from  the doors and hidden rooms 
creeps o u t to  devour, me. Lord, I  know  
You’re m y Savior, bu t there is ju st some- 
thing else. M y life has been broken up. 
I ’ve le ft home and now  I ’m  learning all 
the things I ’ve wanted to  know.
Jesus,
M y spirit is broken. I  can live no longer. 
M y L ife is a waste. What purpose do I  
have in life? Why am /  alive? Why do I  
~ waste m y tim e playing church? Where 
is m y mother; she always knows what to 
■ do.
Jesus,
I  give u p W .
A nd Jesus says/
“Son, M y blood was mercilessly spilled 
on a small M l o f  rock called Calvary. 
You’ve been doing all the talking. There 
is no way I  can relate to  you. I  am  the  
one who was blameless. I  allowed M yself 
to be taken and killed in the m ost cruel 
way possible at that time. Son, do you  
realize that I  am God’s only Son and that 
I  could have destroyed the entire galaxy 
fo r  ju st what a few  men were doing to 
rne? Oh m y son, m y heart weeps so much 
fo r  yo u  because you  refuse to believe 
that I  loved you  so much. Son, I  died 
fo r  you. Just believe me. Put your trust 
in m e! I  will never fa il yo u !”
Oh Jesus. Do You mean it. Really?
“Y esm m
Okay, Lord.
ay i t. .£•• i)VHu 
B |  ,520-t)/
I love you, Jesus 
for loving me 
for caring
Even though I’m very small.
f ;
I love you, Jesus 
for loving me • 
for preparing . '
A place in life for me to  grow.
I love you, Jesus, 
for loving me, ’
for being patient
Even when I rebel against your will.
I love you, Jesus, 
for loving me and 
for still being near.
Nina Taylor
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Spiritual Life Aims For Spiritual Growth
by Dan Wirig
_ The beginning of second semester 
always causes a time of evaluation of 
first semester. What did I really accom­
plish? What could I have done better? 
What changes should I make?. As all of 
us struggle1 with these questions, we 
must also consider our spiritual well 
being. Did I grow spiritually1®
Spiritual Life is the student^organi* 
zation which exists to facilitate each 
Olivetian’s spiritual growth. What does 
ft take to grow'spiritually?.'First we 
need to take in nourishment by read­
ing and studying the Bible and by 
praying. Second we must Use the 
nourishment we receive by helping
W ork With
M e d ia  Ministries
Media Ministries is the newest of the 
Spiritual l ife  programs. It centers around 
the use o f fine arts'and communication 
skills in a vitaf ministry. Media Ministries’ 
outreach teams present Christian dramas, 
puppet skits and other programs designed 
to  touch Christians and reach nonchris- 
tians.
We have two traveling troupes of 
actors in the area of drama who present 
church services including skits and plays. 
They may also be sponsored by a church 
to perform Christian drama in shopping 
malls, parks, etc.
In the area o f radio and television we 
hope to produce a variety of interesting 
and informative programs. Possibilities 
include variety shows, talk shoWs and 
plays.
- We are looking for talented, energetic, 
devoted, spiritual, hard-working people 
who wish to  have a part in advancing 
these varidbs programs.
Linda Meltesen
others. We need both of these for 
steadv spiritual growth.
Spiritual Life’s aim is to provide op­
portunities for nourishment through 
Bible studies, prayer groups, and fel- . 
lowship along with chapel and church, 
worship; and to  use this nourishment 
in service through one of these pro­
grams: AWARE, Evangels, Gospel Cru­
saders, Media Ministries, and SCOPE. 
These different programs are offered 
so that each student can join the ap­
propriate group according to career 
goals, talents, interests and time avail- 
' 'able. Sign up at the booths in Ludwig 
Center Tuesday and Wednesday during 
' our Emphasis Week.
Let’s use second semester to further 
our spiritual journeys as we all PRESS 
TOWARD THE MARK. '
Missions  
Are A W A R E ’s 
Business
AWARE is'an opportunity for you to 
become involved in ChristH command to 
spread the Gospel throughout the world. 
Not all o f .us can go to foreign mission ( 
fields, to inner-citSmislions, or to small' 
home mission churches. But all of us can 
give in 'the Wednesday AWARE Chapel 
O f f e r i n g , m e e t  twice a month
and we can b e ^ ^ ^ ^ H p & e d  in some 
missions-oriented project.
Last semester AWARE collected 
almost $1700 in the chapel offering. This 
semester we went to exceed that — our 
goal is $3,000 this semester,-we can do 
it. I ask that everyone give to the cause of 
world evangelism in a spirit o f thanksgiv­
ing. Rev. Earl Mosteller, pioneer 
missionary in Portugal, is scheduled to be 
in chapel this semester; We are looking 
forward to a first-hand report on the field 
where our chapel offerings are going.
Why don’t you become involved in 
AWARE this semester? BECOME 
AWARE OF CHRIST: WITHIN, WITH 
OTHERS, WORLD-WIDE.
Mark Ryan
Evangels  
W ant Doers
It is hard to  believe that we are into 
the second semester already. Looking 
back at the first semester can yoû say 
that youv reached out at all to someone 
■ who just maybe was hurting a. little? 
That is what over 80 students did through 
Evangels. You say „¿¡What Is Evangels?” Is 
-it a word pertaining to à select group of 
angels or does it mean bringing good news 
. to someone? After much diligent and 
fervent work it was found that the laffir 
was the true meaning.
Evangels is for the Christian who feels 
like a filled up spiritual sponge — nothing 
but spiritual food on Sundays and no-"' 
: place to exhale all that wisdom one has 
received. You can only breathe in so 
much before there is no more room. 
After that the air becomes stagnant.
This happens in the Christian life-but 
the Bible tells us that it should not be this 
way. The Bible pulsates that we should be 
like the people found in , Acts 8:4—they 
. w ent. everywhere--sharing the love of 
Christ. This is what we are doing in 
Evangels. We are scattering pe.opje to 
jails, nursing homes,-and eventually Pem- 
bfflke and juvenile |jelinqull|t areas.
I challenge you to j f H ^ ^ P i f i e  out,
G C ’s Is Exciting
There’s an exciting Spiritual Life 
Group on campus called Gospel Cru­
saders (GC’s), GC’s is composed of many 
six member teams, is made up of students^ 
who have a desire to share Christ in 
churches across the Olivet Educational 
Zone. Each team usually leaves on 
Friday after classes and returns Sunday 
after the evening service. Each team goes 
out an average of three to five times a 
semester. ...
There are only three requirements for 
jGC’sr  1) you must have a saving know-~ 
ledge of Jesus Christ; 2) you must be 
dependable and willing to work with your 
captain and G.C, director; and 3) you 
must be willing to travel with no financial 
reimbursement. Previous experience in 
either music or preaching is helpful but 
not necessary!
Tryouts are necessary to determine 
your potential as a GC member; however, 
you will be considered more for your po­
tential than the actual performance,'
If you like what you’ve been hearing 
about GC’s you’ll like what you see even 
better: action, enthusiasm,' and' results. 
Stop by and see us during sign-up week.
sign up, and find out what you have been 
missing. Now that you have read this,, are 
•you a forgetful hearer or an effectual 
doer? Are you going to sit in a snowdrift 
at ONC, collect snowflakes and pollution 
or are you going to. get into Evangels and 
invest your life into the life of others?
. . Waiting for Him,
, Gary Smith
SCO PE  Offers 
A  Lot
SCOPE accomplished some good 
things last Semester thanks to you and 
your cooperation. But now' we look 
forward to "this semester and we again 
more than ever need your support and co- 
operation. SCOPE again offers four pro­
grams this semester. —
Our-largest program last , semester was 
Manteno Health Center. AbouLten to  fif­
teen students went there every Monday^ 
night to talk with the patients, play 
games or shoot pffl>l with them. At the 
end o f the semester they had a Christmas 
Party with refreshments and afterwards 
the patients and students sang ¡Christmas 
carols. It was truly a blessing to all. Many, 
of the students from last semester.-are re­
turning again and SC.OPE inyites anyone, 
who isrinterested to please come out. The: 
group leaves from the front o f Wisner at: 
6:30. p.m. every Monday night and 
returns around 8:30 p.m. •
The second largest program was the 
Senior Citizen’s Aid. Approximately 
. nine volunteers'went to Lexington House,- 
a nursing home behind the school. This 
program was set,up differently in that the 
student - went on his own time to visit 
with the patient assigned to him by the 
home. Their main objective was to be a 
friend to the sometimes friendless. The- 
student could work in anything from •: 
audiovisual (showing films) to group eon-. 
tacts (crafts, games) to individual 
contacts.
Our next two programs had difficulty 
starting due to schedule conflicts and lack.' 
of transportation. SCOPE is working in 
conjunction with Evangels with th e 'I l­
linois Youth Commission. So far we. have 
no t been able to  establish a time for our 
students to go out there. We hope this 
semester will prove more successful since 
many students have shown interest in 
this program. This program is only for 
the guyg Sorry, girls.
The Kankakee Developmental Center 
program has also had trouble due to a 
lack, of interest and transportation. A 
tour was given last semester but only 
two students went. This would be a very ■ 
worthy and worthwhile - endeavor for 
those who would like to work with the 
mentally handicapped. If you would be 
interested, please show us by your sup­
port and presence. , ,
PEOPLE REALLY DO NEED OTHER 
PEOPLE.
‘ Pat Byrd
LETS PRESS TOWARD THE MARK
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]ob OppoRtumties ln euRope
Job opportunities in Europe this sum­
mer .'. . Work this summer in the forests 
o f Germany, on construction in Austria, 
"on farms in Germany, Sweden and Den­
mark, in industries in France and Ger­
many, in hotels in Switzerland.
These jobs, as well as those in Ireland, 
England, France, Italy, and Holland, are 
open by the consent o f the governments 
o f these countries to  American univer- • 
sity students coming to Europe the next ; 
summer.
-For several- years, students made their .-, 
way across: the Atlantic through A.E.S.- 
Service to  take part in the actual life o f 
the people of these countries. The success 
o f this project has caused a great deal of 
enthusiastic interest and support both in 
America and Europe! -
Every year, the program has been ex­
panded to  include many more students 
and jobs. Already, many students have 
made application for next summer jobs. 
American-European Student Service (on 
a non-profitable basis) is offering these 
jobs to  students for (Jermany, Scandi­
navia, England, Austria, Switzerland, 
France,' Italy, and Spain. The jobs con­
sist o f forestry work, child ;care. work 
(females only), farm work, hotel work
(limited number available), construction 
work!,’" and some other more qualified 
jobs "requiring more specialized training.
The purpose of this program is to 
afford the student an opportunity to  get 
into real living contact with the people 
and customs o f Europe-. In this way," a 
concrete effort can be made to learn 
something of die culture of Europe. In 
return for his or her work, the student 
will receive his or her room and board, 
plus a wage. However, students should 
keep in. mind that they will be working 
on the European economy, and wages 
will naturally be scaled accordingly. The 
working, conditions (hours, safety, regu-
lations, legal p ro te c tio n  work permits;
will be strictly ; controlled by the labor 
ministries o f  the countries involved.,
In most cases, thé employers have 
especially requested American students. 
Hence, they are particularly interested in 
the student and want to  make the work 
as interesting as possible. They are all in­
formed o f the intent of the program, and 
will help the student all they can in deriv­
ing the most from his trip to Europe.
Please write for further information 
and application forms to: American- 
European Student-Service, Box 34733, 
FL 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein (Europe).
Œfje tillage Cleaner
636 S O U T H  M A IN  
B O U R B O N N A IS ,  I L L .  
P H O N E  932-2732
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W a u l■tÆ a/di-n-
S'n rÆ eniÆ Muwi
We, the staff o f the GLIMMER- 
GLASS, want to  express our true sorrow 
and joy over the death of Reverend Paul 
Martin,, who died on January 13, 1977.
We express sorrow because we will 
‘miss him. We will always remember the 
things he did last October in Olivet’s 
revival. He brought many of us nearer 
to our Lord Jesus.
We express joy because we know he 
is with the One he has served for so many 
faithful years; he is in the arms of Christ.'
We must now pick up the cross he 
left us and carry it forward toward the- 
goal he showed us and the goal that 
Christ set for us. ,
He will be deeply missed by each of 
us until the day we will all meet with him 
and the Lord Jesus in the Kingdom of 
Heaven.
“I go to  prepare a place for you, and 
T f  I go, L will come again , and will receive 
you yjito me that where I am, ye may be 
also.”  John 14:2,3.
the ChURchmen
Caught Up toqetheR
by Mary Mfflkett
They are'pleased to announce that a 
jiew album will be released within a few 
days, b u r i t ’s not Chicago, Paul McCart­
ney and Wings, or any other current rock 
group in the secular realm of musicMn- 
stead it’s a local group that has won our 
attention as well as our hearts. Indeed, 
the Churchmen- Quartet will soon be . re­
leasing a new album enffiled, “The 
Churchmen Caught Up Together,”^
~ Using the combined talents of Mark 
M urphfl Doug Bias, Charles Daughter- 
man, Dale Dafoe, Don Reddick and 
Steve Moore, th ey ^B eled  to Cincinnati, 
Ohio, over Thanksgiving to  cut their cur­
rent release. The album will feature the
Churchmen as a group as well as various 
sol^HH
Included in their second album are: 
“Caught Up Together” ; “Come and See 
the Man at the Well” ; “ If I Couldn’t-  
Sing a Song”H r  Love Him Too Much” ;
■Broken VesselHW‘More Than You’ll 
Ever Know*’; “If My People” ; - ‘It’s Love 
to me’HandKNoah Found Grace in the 
Eyes of the L o rd ^H
In addition to  enjoying their varied 
styles and talent via their first album, 
ONC also plans to keep them traveling 
for one more year. However, if  you wish 
to have their vocal presence with, you in­
definitely, buy a cut of one o f ONC’s best 
when it is releasedsometime this week.
PIZZAS EVERY NIGHT
SANDWICHES - DRINKS
ICE CREAM ' SNACKS
SAGA FOOD SERVICE 
JUDY KING, DIRECTOR
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Registration 
Fast, Easy, 
Efficient
by Dave Miller
For three and a half years registration 
was nothing but a hassle, a bother and a 
bore to  me. It seemed that there had to 
be a better way. So now when I have 
only one more, semester, someone has 
indeed come upon a better way. As most 
o f you are now aware, Olivet is moving 
into the Computer Age.
As of Thursday!January 27, 1658 
students had registered with most o f the 
problems worked out. Many problems 
. and mixups were caused by the students 
t h e m s e l v e s f o r  example, not reading 
the instruction sheet that was sent with 
•the student data sheet. Another source of 
problems was the computer itself, which' 
seemed to decide that it did not "Want 
to print out some class sections. Such was 
the case in Pentateuch, some Fine Arts 
sections and some Bible and Life sec­
tions.
In talking with Registrar Jim Knight,
I discovered some interesting points.
He felt that everything went very smooth­
ly yet was also interested in learning what 
the students had to say. I therefore took 
the liberty of asking some of them.
The general impression was that it wai 
the best thing that had happened to the 
school since Benner Library was byilt. 
Cindy Muir said that it went ¡¡‘‘very " 
well and it was nice not to have to stand
Page 8
in line for hours.” Lon McNelly said, 
■T  liked it. Very efficient'and time sav­
ing. Great!” Some students, like Louie 
Duplessis, had to go through Drop-Add 
in order to change a course. He remarked, 
“ It was a good deal more organized, and 
it only took about 20 minutes to change 
the course.”
There were naturally some students 
who who ran into problems. One girl re­
ported to  me that one of her labs was 
changed without her notification. How­
ever, it was all straightened out. One guy 
jokingly remarked that “I thought it 
stunk. Hire's too  much control — you 
can’t  bluff your way through anym ore.!
As you probably noticed there were 
no pictures on the new I.D/s but this 
will probably be reinstated next semes­
ter. They were left out this time due to 
the time and cost involved. Transcripts 
will also' be computerized, and it is the 
plan of the Registrar’s office that it will 
be possible, to register by  mail in the 
future.
So, for all you freshmen, consider 
yourself lucky that you will no . longer 
have to endure that system that all us 
seniors have come to know and love. I 
•doubt if it will be missed, and I’m sure 
that everyone will be pleased to enjoy 
this system for many, many years to. 
come.
"AMI la til« inaiaf... Man «rat »r*-r*«lttra1i«a.M
LOVE IS 
LIKE OXYGEN
by Angelito 0 . Agbuya
A few weeks ago, a friend showed 
. me a beautiful handmade card that he I 
received on his birthday. A. rose was 
drawn in pencil on the outside. Below 
it were the words: “ I love you.” 
Inside I found some very simple 
and touching lines about the meaning 
o f true love and deep friendship. 
Friendship — real, intense and vital — 
is not an easy thing to come by. I 
suppose more has been written about 
love and friendship than any other to­
pic known to man. Perhaps it is be­
cause all of us continously long for 
that true freind and that true love that 
never seems to materialize. After, so 
rrtany disappointments, hurt feelings 
and “false alarms,” you would think 
that people would give up trying. 
But they don’t. Why? Because, love 
and friendship are like oxygen to man. 
"lie cannot survive without it.
Back to the card I was telling you 
about. The message inside is so beauti­
ful that I know many of you would 
want to copy it and perhaps send it 
off to your friend or loved ones. 
Here it(is:
i love you
not only fo r what you  are 
but fo r  what i am 
when i am with you  
i love you  
not only fo r what 
you  have made o f  yourself 
but fo r  what 
you are making o f  me.
Hove you  v
fo r  the part o f  me 
that you bring out 
' i love you
fo r putting your hand 
into m y heaped-up heart 
and passing over , 
all those foolish weak things 
dim ly seeing there 
and fo r  drawing out 
and the beautiful belongings 
that no one else had looked 
quite far enough to find, 
i love you  because 
you  are helping me to make 
o f  the lumber o f  m y life, 
not a taverh 
but a temple
' o f  m y everyday, not a reproach 
but a song.
i love you
because you  have done 
more than any creed 
could have done 
to make me good 
and more than any fa te  
could have done 
to make me happy, 
you- have'done it 
without a touch; 
without a word; 
without a sign 
you  have done it 
by being yourself.
perhaps, that is what 
being a FRIEND  
means after all
Believe in Yourself
by Angelito 0 . Agbuya 
• Very few ideas are original. Most 
of what we think and say, has been 
thought by someone else before us. I am 
no exception. I read a -^Hlisten a lot and 
try to digest the ideas that come into my 
mind." Later on, they somehow come out 
in another form. But generally, they are 
the same as before they entered my head.
This evening I would like to give you 
a few inspiring lines that I’ve read during 
the past few days. I am sure that you will 
gain as much from them as I did.
The first quotation comes from 
Robert ij. Schuller, author of the book, 
You Can Become the Person You Want to 
Be. Schuller wrote B “God looks at you 
and sees a beautiftil pet|on waiting to .be 
born! If you could see in a vision the man 
■ God meant you to be, never again could 
you be quiet . . . You are God’s idea and 
God only dreams up beautiful ideas. He 
is expecting great things from you. Coop­
erate! Believe in yourself, NOW, and draw 
the possibiiities!out o f your b.eing&3
Dr. Maxwell Maltz, MD, author of 
Psycho-Cybernetics,^ writes:.. “You musfsj 
keep fighting, the negative’ forces that 
would trap you, that would drag 'you 
dpWn into unhapp inesl 
' 1. You must stop the habit of com­
plaint. That’s a side of unhappiness. Stop \ 
complaining; see that you are better than 
you think you are.
2. You must stop thinking about your 
liabilities. You are only human ¡ ’everyone' 
has liabilities. Think of your assets; your 
courage, your compassion, your will to
, succeed.
3. You must stop distrusting your­
self. If you don’t believe in yourself why 
should anyone else believe in you? v
4. You must strip off your mask; 
throw away your colored galsses, don’t 
believe make-believe. Be yourselSH  it’s 
so much easier. The energy you waste 
trying to be someone else and pretending 
is enough to push a ship from New York 
to Paris.- .
5. You must stop ridiculing your own 
weaknesses. You are not perfection It is 
true, but who is? If you were perfect, 
anyway, chances are nobody would like 
to know you. You’d make other people 
feel inferior.
You must keep battling those nega­
tive forces inside you;, you must keep 
'  fighting for breathing space. Don’t let 
the forces of unhappiness trap you. You 
are a: free man I  a free woman! Don’t
give up your freedom!
You were Once a little baby; God gave 
you life on this earth — not to  be unhap­
py. God gave you life so you could ful- 
' fill your purpose, so that you could af­
firm your individuality, so that you could 
assert your identity. Not so you could fall 
into the quicksands of unhappiness, living 
Continued on page 9
MEMBER
AMERICAN
GEM
SOCIETY
our
Diamondscope® tells 
of DIAMOND VALUE (/
At our store, all diamonds are 
scientifically evaluated by the 
Diamondscope®—available 
only to members of (he American, 
Gem Society. It probes into the 
heart of a diamond, giving 
the “inside story” of the gem’s 
beauty—and its price.
This assurance of true diamond 
value costs you no more.
^ / o l k m a n n s
>>V  JEWELERS Su -trn
(•Rang Bldg, t M (limit* Shopping Cat« .
■
1U
FRQSTIE’S DAILY SPECIALS 
SERVED ALL DAY
M -  Double Burger, French Fries, Root Beer
.......................... .. $.99 ; . . ........... .............^
T -  Barbecue, French Fries, Root Beer
• . . . ' . . . .  — . s i . 0 9 ............ . . .  .
W -  Coney Dog, French Fries, Root Beer
..................................$ .8 9 ............ .. .............
Th -  Super Frostie; French Fries, Root Beer
.......... .................... $1.19 . . ........................ . . .
F  -  Fish Sandwich, French Fries, Root Beer 
............................... . $ . 9 9 ............ 1 ............
1155 West Court Street, Kankakee Phone 937-5691
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Mark Mesde and Dave Imboden have recuperated from their 25 mile run from Oxford to Maud, short­
ly before Christmas; Both men, Lakota graduates and Miami University roommates, made the run to 
"use  their bod iesfor Christ." Imboden and Meade are available to local organizations for speaking 
engagements. r : •
Revival Hits Home For Debbie
by Debbie Stuart
Talk of outstanding Christmas exper- 
ienceslHFunky”  could well describemy 
New Year’s Eve. I somehow received an 
invitation to a high school alumnus bash. 
(Impressive gossip told of an elite guest 
list.) Wondering where I was to fit in,
I went. '
' The two guys above were present — 
along with their best friend, Jesus Christ. 
Imagine, my surprise when my “How do 
you d<fl m et' u p ' with beer-belly B ill 'S  
testimony o f Jesus’ love in his life! Bet­
ter yet, who ever thought Sffltt would' 
say grace and thank.'God for promise^B 
And-get-a load-of Dave I.; talking about« 
holiness " and \nct(^H  who also insisted 
•on praying the New Year in. ’
Yes. Revival has sure “hit home.”
Someone back home had set a spark to 
this gang «- it sure wasn’t me. I always 
went in more for the “silent witness® 
Can’t say I’ve ever been responsible for a 
revival^ But this ¡gang was busy with innef- 
city ministerial courses, ministriesKocial 
reform, geriatric aid and bar-hopping; 
To cla$ ||£  the last, you should see Bill®  
old drinking buddies respond to the.wori- : 
derful witness of Jesus’ power to change 
lives!
Perhaps you feel as-f do about missed 
opportunities -.to witness; Shame’, guilt, 
and remorse can make thoughts of high 
school acq u a ir it^^ ®  uncomfortable. 
Those: emotions are legitimate. But rather 
than copping out with ^^^ ra tio n a liza ­
tions, I am ^ n g  to resolve to deal. 
lOyingly with my JeruSem  so that H e  
future' rffival .wifflhave me" to blame.
BMI Awards to Student Composers
A total of $15,000 is available B e 
young composers in the 25th annual BMI 
Awards t;o Student Composers competi­
tion sponsored by Broadcast Music, I n ^ |  
(BMI), a perforining rights licensing 
organizafBn.
Established in 1951 by BMI in cooper­
ation with music educators and com­
posers, the BMI Awards project annually 
gives cash prizes to  encourage the 
Creation of concert music by studer^J 
composers (under tjie age of 26) of the 
WestermHemisphere and to aid them in 
financing their musical education. Prizes 
ranging from $300 to $2,500 will be 
¿awarded ^ t the discretion of the judges. 
To date, 214 students, ranging in age 
».from 8 to 25, have received BMI Awards»: 
The 1976 BMI Awards competition 
is open to student composers who are 
citizens or. permanent residents of the 
Western Hemisphere and are enrolled in 
accredited HHHdary schools, ' colleges 
B in d conservatories or are engaged in pri-
vaie studÿB with ; recognized and 
established teachers. Entrants miM not 
haye reached their 26th birthdaH by 
December 31, 1976. No limitations are 
established as »to instrumentation or 
length of works submitted. Students may 
enter no more thanHme composition, 
Which- need not have been composed 
during theyear ofentry.
, The permanent chairman of the 
judging panel lor BMI, Awards to Student 
» Composers is William Schuman, disting­
uished American composer.
Others who served as judges in the 
-1976 competition were George Crumb", 
Ross Koblitz," Donald LybbeJI Daniel 
Pinkham, Lester Trimble and Frank 
Wigglesworth. ;
The 1976 competition closes February 
15, 1977. Official rules and entry blanks 
are available from Oliver Daniel, Director, 
BMI Awards to Student Composers, 
Broadcast music, In f l  40 West 57th St., 
New York, NY 10019.
m ü E Ê rb -B B H n i
DISTINCTIVE
STYLING
By Appoinment 
932-1333
858 W. Broadway 
Bradley la®a
m u  1  ■  m
CIEE has just announced the publi­
cation of The 1977 Charter Flights Guide 
listing over 150 flights to  Paris, 
Amsterdam and London.
This unique guide includes charters 
designed and operated by CIEE especial­
ly for students, teachers and university 
staffg- enabling Them to travel abroad 
for part or all of their summer vacation ^  
or to  spend a full semester or sabbatical 
year abroad. Summer round trips range 
in length from 4 to  12 weeks, while the 
academic year flights extend from 4 to 
12 months!
Prices for these hard-to-find flights are . 
pretty hard to  beat. They start at $330 
for New York departures, $399 for 
Chicago departures and $459 for Los
Angeles and San Francisco departures.
CIEE’s advance booking charter (ABC) 
program has been authorized by the 
Civil Aeronautics Board, which requires 
all bookings to  be made at least 45 days 
in advance. The airlines operating the 
flight«; are Trans International Airlines, 
World AirwaysJI Capitol Airways, 
» Martinair and American Airlines. CIEE is 
a membership organization o f nearly 200 
colleges and universities and has been 
active in  the field of student travel for 
over 25 years.
The 1977 Charter Flights Guide is free 
from CIEE,Department P R 2 ,777 United 
Nations Plaza, New York, New York 
10017; or 236 North Santa Cruz Avenue, 
Los Gatos, California 95030.
Continued from page 8 
Renturies ot frustration, endless days of 
misery.
M e t  me go back to Robert SchulleM
Ffflure doesn*t mean you have accom­
plished nothing . . .  It d<is mean you had 
a lot of faith. .
Failure doesn’t mean you are a failure 
-. . . It does mean you haven’t succeeded 
yet.
Failure doesn’t mean'you have been>a 
fool . . . It does mean you had a lot of 
/aith.
FHure doesn’t mean you’ve been dis- 
. graced . . .  It does mean you were willing 
to try.
Falure d o eS ’t m eanSm  don’t have it 
. . .  It does mean you Rye to do some­
thing in a different wajM I
FailuiR doesnH mean you are inferior 
. . It does mean Bfcu are not perfect. 
Failure doe^ffi mean yoji’ve wasted your 
’life . . .  It does mean you have a reason 
to fflrt afresh.
Failure doesnsl mean you should give 
up . . .  It does mean you must try harder.
Failure doesRR mean you’llEnever 
make it . . .  It d S in e a n  it will take a lit­
tle Bnger.
< Failure doesn’t mean God has aban­
doned you . . . R  does mean God has a 
better idea!
. Some ONC students may have thought 
their day off last Friday was peaceful and 
restful. Others might have thought it was 
a little boring. Four Olivet students think 
their free day was hardly any of these.
Freshmen Jim Warren, Mark Ely and 
Mark Gardner, and sophomore Jack Mc­
Dowell, with the^R istance of Martha 
McLain, were given afros. Curious as to 
what they would look like, Martha gave 
each of them a curly afro — each person 
tR k  an hour and a half to complete.
Referring to themselves for the day as 
the “Fro Patrolflthey all did something 
they felt was constructive — B ntrary  to 
'what others might think . . .
To: GLIMMERGLASS 
Box 24
STUDENT OPINION POLL
DO YOU THINK THERE IS A NEED FOR 
A PRAYER CHAPEL ON CAMPUS?
Yes No No Opinion
□
Comments:
11111 ||j|jjg j|
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A D I  ll^ y F ip F F iiF ! I P & T »  i ï w ' à l Ê ' U [ ! i
• by John Abraham
Having a tendency toward a melan­
choly frame of mind, I have learned to 
develop a subtle sense of humor as a 
mental counterbalance, if  you please. 
The English would refer to this parti­
cular genre of humor by the terms 
’ “witticisms.” Such comic strips as Pea­
nuts and Doonesbury demonstrate this 
type o f  subtle humor and are thus clearly 
in a league by themselves. To term them 
as comic strips is almost an injustice to 
them. The medium o f television pro­
vides its own example of this type o f. 
humor in the program known as Monty 
Python’s Hying Circus. Humor that i s , 
both subtle and instructive is unique 
and may be rated as a true form of 
art in itself.
The foregoing notwithstanding, I 
must in all candor admit that it is with 
a touch o f sadness"and a sense o f loss 
that I begin this spring semester at 
Olivet. And I have determined to 
allow my melancholia to have full and 
free rein—reserving the hope that I might 
corfipensate myself in the other extreme 
at a later, more auspicious time and 
occasion.
It would be easy to  state that the 
weather is responsible for my mental 
temperament inasmuch as the climate 
is now so inhospitable. In fact I must 
readily and willingly admit that I would 
be just as happy to  eat Easter ham, 
Fourth-of-July barbecued spare ribs, 
Thanksgiving turkey and Christmas 
goose sitting on the desert sand under a 
saquero cactus with the Arizona sun -  
beating down from a cloudless sky. I 
fully recognize that others' do not 
share m y point o f view. Adolf Hitler 
reportedly loved winter and always said 
that he functioned better in cold weather, 
finding it to  be mentally stimulating. But 
I have never required sleet, ice,snow, and 
bitter cold to  “jog” my otherwise tor­
mented mind. My mental perspective - 
bears no relationship to  the weather. 
And I do not find winter weather to be a 
means to exhilaration, but rather a test of 
the ability to survive. Enough said on 
this matter!
It would also, be easy to state that 
the inauguration of Jimmy Carter has 
produced a mental depression in an 
admitted and avowed Reagan partisan. 
Well o f course the fact is that it has and 
doubtless will continue to do so. But 
more on that at another time!
For the sad and simple truth that 
neither General Winter nor President' 
Peanut can be held responsible for this 
specific case o f depression.- As I begin 
this spring semester at Olivet, I am 
cognizant o f  the fact that a distinguish­
ed member o f the faculty is missing. 
Professor Donald Elliott was a man I 
had come to know and respect through 
my introduction to  the French language 
last semester. To paraphrase the famous 
statement originally made with regard to 
Will Rogers, we may say that Professor 
Elliott never met a student that he did 
not like..He was an instructor, counselor, 
and friend to  every student who ever had 
the opportunity and privfledge'fo know 
him. He is now gone, having chosen to 
leave the ivy-covered portals o f  - Olivet 
for the business world o f  Rochester, 
Pennsylvania.
As any psychologist knows, decisions 
o f this nature are rarely of a singular 
reason but usually combine a multiplicity 
of complex factors which produce a final 
momentous result. Such.may be said with 
regard to individual affairs as well as 
matters o f state. ^ ’ > -
We cannot know all the myriad "of 
reasons' for Professor Elliott’s departure 
but we-do know o f at least one. This was 
revealed in therinterview which Professor 
Elliott consented to give this newspaper 
and may be found in the previous issue. 
Basically, it comes down to a question of 
money. As the old saying goes,“Die best 
things in life are free but whatever is in 
second place costs money.” 
r  While I do not have a wage scale for 
Olivet personnel before me, it would 
seem accurate to state that the faculty 
here do not receive the salaries that 
professors in the state university systems 
receive. In fact indications are that 
the salary scale at Olivet does not even 
compare favorably with the other private
colleges of its size. This state-of-affairs 
is inconceivable to  me as well as many , 
other students to  whom I have mentioned 
this issue in the course o f conversation.
To suggest that our faculty is here to 
serve God and not mammon is inapprop- 
iate, inadequate and may rightly be con­
sidered as an insult to  the intelligence o f 
both, for it does not resolve the issue o f- 
- the electric' bill; the grocer’s tabulations 
and the whirling numbers on the gas 
pumps. This is not Swaziland nor are we 
along the banks of-the Zambezi River. 
In the United States employees and 
workers have rightly come to expect a 
living wage commensurate with their ed­
ucation and abilities and one correspond­
ing to the standard o f living o f  the socio­
economic grouping to  which they belong. 
Anything less is clearly unacceptable *
Without question, Olivet has one of 
the most beautiful campuses for a college 
o f its size in the state or perhaps any­
where across the nation. And the build­
ing program continues to  go on. Houses 
continue to- be razed or moved. A new 
entrance mall is now in the' process of 
construction. The drawing boards contain, 
■plans for a new gymnasium, a new Fine 
Arts building and a new Chapel. Con-.
/auction  literally is without end.
And all of tha t is -well and good, if  
a proper perspective is maintained with 
Regard to other areas as well. It is to  be 
granted that a college requires buildings 
to house classrooms and laboratories-as 
well as students but its faculty is its heart 
' and this maxim must never be overlooked 
nor forgotten. The faculty o f  any educa­
tional institution must have first priority.
Summing up, I should like to  refer to  a 
quotation (which I  used in a previous 
commentary) from James Abram Garfield. 
Many students know that he was the 20th 
President o f  the United States ye t few are 
aware o f  the fact that he was a man of 
considerable formal education. In his 
early career he had been professor o f 
ancient languages and literature at Hiram 
College in Hiram, Ohio and served as the 
president o f 'th a t institution for; a time. 
He taught Lathi, Greek, higher math­
ematics, history, ^philosophy, English - 
literature and English rhetoric. He was 
also fluent in German and often used the 
German language in his political cam- , 
paigns. President Garfield is the man who 
uttered this now famous quotation: “My 
ideal (of a college) is a log with a student 
at one end of it and a professor on the 
other.” The point should be well taken.
"M y f a i r  k a d y ”
On Friday night, February 4, Sigma 
Tau Delta is sponsoring the film ,»M y 
Fair Lady.’’ It will begin at 7:30 in Lud- 
.wig’s Cafeteria. This year the president, 
Cheri Gilroy promises i^a  good sound 
system for the showing.”
For those of you who don’t  know 
what Sigma Tau Delta is,'it’s the English 
Honor Society. The requirements for 
membership are at least a 3.2 G.P.A. and ■ 
major or minor in English.
It is Sigma’s goal each year to sponsor
a  well known, speaker. Last year they 
brought the beautiful poet, Luci Shaw, 
to OliveM campus. This February the 
members are planning t o , gq; and enjoy 
the production of “ Richard the .Third” 
in Chicago.
"Officers are: president, Cheri Gilroy; 
vice-president, Kim Ward; secretary-trea­
surer^ Tam Erdman; social chairman, 
Lawrence Brookshaw;. and sponsor, Mrs. 
G. Jorden. .
P E A N U T S P E A N U T S
UlHAT HAPPENED, JOE ?  YOU 
WERE REALLY SM0KIN6...
NO, I ALWAYS WEAR THIS 
SNOW PENCE AROUND MY LE6!
HERE, CHARUE BROWN... 
. TRY ONE OF THESE...
JT 2
IÜHAT IS IT ?
I T
A  PEANUT BUTTER 
DOÜÔHNUT!
I  STILL OWE YOU FOR MY ' 
SKATIN6 LESSONS. DON’T F ?
i L/Eu.. I  Don 't  h ave  a n y
MONEY, BUT I  HAVE 50METNIN6 • 
ELSE THAT I  CAN 6IVE YOU... i
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women CAqeRs ARe victoRious
By Nancy Hollingsead
If you happened to come a little 
early for the varsity basketball game a- 
gainst Rockford on January S ,  you 
could have -seen the Olivet women’s 
basketball team easily defeat the 
Rockford team. It was a sure bet from 
the beginning. It was Olivet’s game all 
the-way with a 12jg  Olead in the first' 
quarter and a final scofe of 60 — 50. 
After being delayed for almost an hour 
by the icy roads, Rock™rd soon found 
out that Olivet was waiting; and ready 
for them.
The team was led by the awesome 
rebounding of Kathy Kendall with 18fl 
and Tammy A dlerR 6 , along with the 
net-sizzling shots of Tammy, who had. 
a total of 22 points. Producing the rest 
o f  the show was Kathy Kendall with 9 
points followed by Cheryl Eller, 7 »  
Lee Ann Ward, 6 ; Lanis Smoke, 6S  
Dana Parker, 6 ; and even with an in­
jured foot, Jane Hussong pulled in 4 
points.
Veterarv'.Coach Doenge|| crew now 
stands 2 — 2 for the seasort. Mrs. ‘D’ 
expects to have a good season,
has the most potential and talent of 
any she has coached in her eight years. 
Next year could prove to be, even 
better for everyone will be returning a- 
gain. She has two freshmen that she 
can start with confidence^- Lee Ann. 
Ward and Lanis Smoke, bothSoming 
along quite Well.
The team’s first game was on Dec. 
13 against Concordia M th  a loss by a 
disheartening two pointsH50 ■  52. 
Coach Doenges said that the girls just 
didn’t, hustle. On Jan. 10, the-women' 
beat North Central by a good margini 
59 -  39. Then came the game against 
George Williams -r always a tough 
competitor. MrsBD” said that she was 
pleased with the girlsSperformancg 
even though they didn’t come out a- 
head, 48 -$¡§9.
The team still has a long way until 
the last basket® shot. Two games are- 
being rescheduled because of the 
weather last week. It-is  well worth'' 
your time to  come out a little early to 
the guys’ game and watch the girls’ 
skill.
commenting that she feels this team
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Thursday, February 3 Lewis 7:00 . Home
Tuesday, February 8 .... IBC* 7:00 Awafl
Thursday, February TO Wheaton ,7:00 Home
Thursday, February 17 Aurora 7:00 Away
Saturday, February 19 - Rockford 5:30 Away
Monday, February 21 Elmhurst 6:30 Away
Tuesday, February 22 Judson 5:30 Away
FOOTBALL (Final)
1. USC (11-1)
2. Pittsburgh (12-0)
3. Houston (10-2)
' y 4. Ohio State (9-2-1)
5. Georgia (10-2)
6. Michigan (10-2)
7. Texas Tech (10-2) ;;i:: .
8. Oklahoma (9-2-1)
9. Maryland (11-1)
. i > 10. Rugturs (11-0)
11. Colorado (8-4)
12. Nebraska (9-3-1)
-  13. Texas A &M (9-3)
14. Notre Dame (9-3)
15. Alabama (9-3)
16. Wyoming (8-4)
17. Oklahoma State (9-3)
18. Cincinnati (9-2)
19. Penn State (8-4) \
• "  20. UCLA (8-3-1)
BASKETBALL
. • 1. U o f San Francisco (21-0)
2. Nevada - Las Vegas (16-1)
; 3. UCLA (16-2)
4. Kentucky (14-2) V
5. Louisville (15-2)
6. Wake Forest (16-2) '
, 7.. Alabama (15-2)
8. Minnesota (15-1)
9. Michigan (15-2)
10. Cincinnati (14-2)
11. Purdue (13-4)
12. Providence (17-2)
13. Arkansas (17-1) ..
14. North Carolina (13-4)
15. Tennessee (14-3)
16. Missouri (16-3) .
17. Arizona (15-3)
18. Marquette (14-2)
19. Memphis State (18-2)
20. Oregon ( 12-6)
Special Mention goes to  Athletes in 
Action who have defeated U. of San 
Francisco and Nevada — Las Vegas in ex­
hibition games in the past two weeks.
Brotheridge goes up for another two!
DfcfiO BASRÊTBÂfcfc r a tis
by Randy Hess
• Olivet went to the west coast during 
Christmas break after defeating 
Concordia 86 — 51 on the Birchard Gym 
floor.' The Tigers were .led by Dave 
Plunkett’s 15 points as five Tigers were in 
double figures. Concordia’s Tim Peil led 
all scorers wiffl 17 points. Olivet won 
three and loss three.
After losing the first two to VC River­
side by a score of 64-52 and to  Cal State 
Northridge, 88-61, the Tigers defeated 
the San Diego Naval Academy by a 
79-66 score. Olivet went into the side by 
a score of 64-52 and to Cal State North­
ridge, 88-61, the Tigers defeated the San 
Diego Naval Academy by a 79-66 score. 
Olivet went into the Point Loma Classic 
with a record of five wins and seven 
Tosses. They opened with Azusa Pacific - 
and lost 74-71 JHj
The next day the Tiger? played Lee 
College and won 70-58 (they lost tp 
them over Thanksgiving).
In the consolation game Olivet 
defeated Liberty Baptist for the third 
time this year by a score of 110-82 —the 
most points scored by Olivet this year.
UC Riverside defeated Olivet 64-52 as 
the California team pulled away in the 
second half after a close first half. Olivet 
trailed at the half by a 34-31 score. The 
Tigers outshot Riverside by hitting 50 
percent of its shots to  44 percent. 
Riverside had an edge in rebounding with 
45-26. Steagall led all scorers with 24 
points; Clyde Robinson led Riverside 
with 21.
The following night Olivet played Cal 
Olivet committed only eight fouls and 
seven turnovers. Gerald Steagall scored 
20 points to led all scorers and Valentine 
o f SDNA led his team with 16 points.
In the Point Loma Classic Olivet fi­
nished fifth after lossing to Azusa Pacific 
74-71 in 'the  first game. Steagall had 18 
points for ONC. Hernandez had, 18 for 
Azusa Pacific while Richards and Streets 
had 17 each for Azusa.
The next day Olivet downed Lee 
College 70-58. Brotheridge had 20 points 
for Olivet and Bozel had 20 for Lee 
College.
Olivet played its best game this season 
by downing liberty  Baptist for the third 
time this year with a score o f 110-82.' 
This was the first time Olivet passed the 
hundred mark this season. After a close' 
State Northridge who defeated Olivet by 
a 88-61 score (making ONC a 67 po in t' 
underdog against Nevada — Las Vegas 
who defeated Northridge 112-72 on 
Saturday. Nevada — Las Vegas has a 13-1 
record and is ranked in the top ten na­
tionally.). Olivet was outplayed by North­
ridge. Larry Singleton led all scorers with 
22 points while Dave Plunkett and Dave 
Brotheridge led ONC scorers with 18 and 
15 points, respectively.
Olivet played a very tall Naval 
Academy team and after a slow start and 
some good shooting by the Navy (San 
Diego Naval Academy), Olivet overcame 
a ten point defecit to take SDNA by a 
79-66 scofe. Coach Wilson said they
could shoot with any major college team, 
.first half (56-47 at halftime) Olivet 
pulled away from the Flames. Six Tigers 
were in double figures. Steagall had 22 
and Sam Harris had 21 to lead Olivet, 
while Willard Deshazor had 21 to  lead 
Liberty Baptist in scoring.
Olivet came h ome to defeat Trinity at 
Trinity, 89-65. Steagall scored 18 to lead 
the Tigers while Reed scored 14 to lead 
Trinity.
OlivetBame home to play a very good 
game against a tough IBC team. They pul­
led into the league leadeffliip by scoring a 
87-74 victory over the Eagles. Steve Har­
ris and Brotheridge each scored 17 points 
and Barr scored 16 points, ten of Which 
were consequtive free throws. The Tigers 
hit on 62 percent o f their shoots with'five 
players in double figures — Olivet’s best- 
game of the season. Gianotti lead all scor­
ers by 22 points.
The following Saturday Olivet nipped 
Aurora 54-53 on a Steve Harris free 
throw with seven seconds left. Steve Har­
ris lead all scorers .with 19 points in what 
Coach Wilson called a sluggish game.
Gerald Steagall scored with no time 
left to defeat Rockford 65-64-to help the 
Tigers remain in first in the NIIC with a; 
5-0 league record. After the Regents lead 
most of the way with a couple of ten 
point le&di| Olivet opened up late in the 
game to pull out the most exciting game 
of the Season. Brotheridge lead all scorers 
with 19 points while Morrissey scored 14; 
points forthe Regents.
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OLIVET TIGER FANS ROAR FOR MORE FOOTBALL! THEY THINK IT’S GRRRRRRREAT!!
Continued from page 1 
more from our zone and other zones. 
Bethany and Point Loma lead in 
taking students in the Nazarene 
"■ schools.
The other schools are afraid that if 
Olivet has football, Olivet will become 
a “ superschooL” In other words we 
would take all or most of their top 
athletes from their zones. In order to 
keep them they would either have to 
have football oigive bigger scholar­
ships. This probably won’t  happen be­
cause there is enough football 
potential in the mid-west (INCLUD­
ING MANY GOOD NAZARENE 
PLAYERS) that Olivet wouldn’t  have 
to  look elsewhere or give big scholar­
ships. For example, Pastor Draper 
would like to  see his football-interest­
ed son go to  a Nazarene college and 
play football.
If football is dropped we stand a 
good chance o f losing quite a few 
students, namely the current foot­
ball players, those who are thinking . 
o f transferrring here, and those fresh­
men who plan to  come here. We are 
very fortunate to  have some players 
who were offered scholarships t o -  
major colleges and universities yet 
came here. Some transfers and future 
freshmen have also been offered big 
scholarships to major schools; they 
came here because they are Nazarene.
Well guys, it was a great bowl game, 
season but in our contest no guys won. 
The winner, Miss Trena Lucas, showed 
everyone how to pick winners. I think it 
was women’s intuition.
Out of eleven Trena picked nine right. 
The only person who did better was me -  
although I picked ten right, I didn’t count 
in this contest. Trena will be getting her 
prize anytime now. I would like to thank 
everyone who entered and my special 
congratulations go to Trena on a job well 
done, r
By the way, Trena is a senior nursing 
major from LaGrange, Georgia. She is en­
gaged to Dave Leatherman and they ex­
pect to marry on June 10. Trena is also 
a big Ohio State football fan.
If  the players would decide to leave 
here to play football elsewhere their 
spirituality might fall away or be lost 
for good. It’s too bad that this might 
happen because someone feels football 
shouldn’t  be played here at Olivet.
The sportsmanship' of this school . 
was very outstanding. The players 
were very Christian as they did not 
provoke any fights or anything else 
that would downgrade not only the 
Nazarene Church but also the Christ 
these players serve both on and off 
the field. It would be a shame to lose 
them because the community has seen 
what Olivet really stands for in our 
team.
Only a couple of themen on the 
Kansas City Board saw what happened 
here yet they voted because of these 
schools. The final vote was 20 I  14 
against football. If only they could 
have seen the Tigers play, the vote 
might have, been different. The 
community has completely backed the, 
football team which united the school 
and the comm unity H
I have never seen the morale of 
the students and the community this 
high. Having a college football team is 
a first for the Kankakee. area. 
Suddenly everyone was rooting for 
ONC and cheering at the games as 
though it were an Ohio State -  Michi­
gan game, a USC and Notre Dame, or
any other top rival. I’ve never seen as 
much emotion "from the community 
as I did last fall. It was great to see 
everyone backing Olivet. I would hate 
to see it all end. '
Pastor Draper, who voted for foot­
ball in Kansas City and planned to 
vote for it here, said he saw what it 
did for the school and the community. 
He saw it was a very wholesome and 
enjoyable fall sport. He said he’s 
always been for the program. “It gives 
our young men who played football 
in high school an opportunity to-play 
football in a Nazarene College.”
This is one thing that all o f the 
Nazarene Colleges could use to  build 
their school morale. Bethany and 
Point Loma can afford it as evidenced 
. by their high basketball budget (higher 
than Olivet’s football budget). It 
would be good to see this happen at all 
schools.
The final vote occurs on February 
9 — this might change history at 
Olivet. The Manual said in 1966 that 
. the schools have the choice of whether 
to have interscholastic sports or not. 
Two years later Bethany and Point 
Loma had interscholastic basketball.
In 1967 the presidents of the different ■ 
Nazarene colleges voted among them­
selves in a mutual agreement not to 
have football at any of the schools. In 
1972 the Manual of the Nazarene 
Church said there was to be no foot-
ball. The guidelines o f the Education 
Department of the Nazarene Church 
said it was up to the schools about 
football.
Three choices can be made at the 
final vote: 1) to  continue the program 
as is with three meetings during the 
off season to  study the program; 2) tQ 
continue the program but vote on it  
each year; or 3) to discontinue the 
program-completely. The trustees 
will vote for Olivet’s best concern. 
No matter which way the Vote goes we 
can be the major influence in the 
things we say about football at ONC 
and by the feelings we show to the 
Board.
This vote will not only affect this 
school’s interscholastic sports but also 
the sports and activities of the other 
Nazarene Colleges. If the football issue * 
is voted down at Olivet no other 
school will have football. This may 
lead to the dissolving of interscholastic 
sports at other Nazarene schools.
The Board of Trustees has heard 
the pros and cons of football àt ONC. 
The only pros they-haven’t  heard is . 
the student body and the faculty’s 
feelings, and I know Olivet loves its 
football. You see the issue of foot­
ball is a very important issue for 
Olivet J i t s  students, faculty, the 
Kankakee community, and the other 
•Nazarene colleges. This is one of the 
largest issues we will face for some
tRena Lucas p ickeô th ew in n ep s
Everyone got the Feista Bowl right by 
picking Oklahoma over Wyoming, and 
everyone got the Liberty Bowl wrong. 
Everyone picked UCLA but Alabama am­
bushed them.
The results were very interesting. 
Some people who lead after five or six 
games missed all four on New-Year’s Day. 
Trena, who had only three out o f the first 
five, was able to get the last six in a row
right to  win the contest.
_ Following is the bowl game scores^ 
Liberty Bowl
Alabama ' 36
UCLA 6
Feista Bowl
Oklahoma *41
Wyoming 7
Gator Bowl
Notre Dame - 20
Penn State < 9
Peach Bowl -- . •
Kentucky : - 21
North Carolina 0
Astro-Blue Bonnett Bowl
Nebraska 27
Texas Tech 24
Sugar Bowl 
Pittsburg ; 
Georgia . 
Cotton Bowl 
. Houston : 
Maryland 
Rose Bowl 
USC
Michigan —' 
Orange Bowl 
Ohio State 
Colorado 
Sun Bowl w 
. Texas A & M 
Florida 
Super Bowl 
Oakland 
Minnesota
